
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2008 5:38 PM PT 

To: President@whitehouse.gov 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; The Cow - BIG BEN aka The IT's writer; King Golden Jr. Esq.; 

Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman 

U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC 

operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - 
Trilateral Commission; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker 

III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Dr. 

John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University; Devin Standard; Paul 

Robinson; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Mossad 

Subject: Part VI - We should ask King Golden....Pope - Rabbi - Our love for God 

can never come at the expense for our love of his children 
 

Dear Mr. President, 

 

It is all about addressing the issues. 

 
Hilary Clinton started this ball rolling, accusing the Chinese of manipulating their 

currency and the fact that I am once again ahead of the curve in responding to her 

and all her supporters including each and every member of the US Congress should 

at least have you feeling a little better about yourself although you know as well as 

me the decision by the Chinese Government to be silent; moreover, not to simply 
revalue their extraordinarily undervalued currency that in the next instant would 

price the United States beginning with our military out of the oil market bringing 

instantaneous paralysis to the US economy just as envisioned in the ingenious 

Israeli Military Intelligence report, that for good reason is only being broadcast on 

my one website www.just3ants.com that also for good reason is on a very fast 

track to become the number one website on the internet given how very unique it is 
despite no bells and whistles to speak of. 

 

But of course there is much more going on “behind the scenes” at just3ants.com 

and it has a lot to do with my own personal history which lets simply agree is 

“colorful”. 
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Let you and I at least agree pretty much everyone is a crook. 
 

The rich exploit the poor and the poor because of socio-economic reasons turn to 

crime. 

 

At least the poor have the excuse. 
 

But everyone is a crook, so let’s spotlight all these rich now saying they are no 

longer elitists just to save their neck. 

 

It is really tough singing along with those so cocky still convinced that just because 
they talk still privately how stupid are the poor to have put up with all this so 

arrogant “criminal behavior” that the poor will continue to fight amongst 

themselves for the scraps when having to comply with this form, this regulation, 

their equally abused boss seeking a restraining order from their abusive female 

spouse, to the point that the US Marine Corp now feels compelled to target women 
like never before. 

 

This is all very silly once you simply focus on how Hilarly thought she could get 

away taking “pot shots” at the Chinese accusing them of exactly what the US 

Government has been doing for a century now beginning when it granted the 



currency manipulators of currency manipulators, the De Beers Anglo American 

Cartel carte blanche rights to engineer-manufacture-distribute their own unlimited 

supply of untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried Diamond Currency always 
price fixed, including their diamond tipped drilling bits, at more than a barrel of oil 

that in that same instant – again we are talking about at the turn of the last 

century - provided the DAAC who interfere with the light-information-knowledge, 

complete and total control of the world’s drilling industry and in that very same 

instant, this mafia of mafia became the allocator of the world’s resources including 
human labor. 

 

Now the fact that I officially worked in 1980 for the DAAC at their very highest 

levels as a result of my Royal Mater-Mother’s extraordinarily close friendship with 

my father’s first cousin, David Gevisser, who immediately following the funeral of 

American Charles Engelhard on March 2nd 1971 became the “control person” of the 
DAAC, of course allows me to speak out loud as well as write whatever the hell I 

want, so long as it is the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, and of 

course I know I also have God/G-d on my side. 

 

So back we go again to the origins of the DAAC, the special interest of special 
interest group being granted such omnipotent powers going back just to the turn of 

the last century when American bankers led by J. P. Morgan with approval of the 3 

Branches of the United States Government financed not only De Beers but De Beers 

financing two most important wars; the Anglo Boer War of 1899-1902 and the 

American led 8 Allied Nations invasion of China in 1900. 
 

The lazy rich have always stolen blind, first stealing the art, the culture, the riches 

of the indigenous peoples backed up of course by the military might of the Romans 

who had the support of the corrupt Jewish priesthood. 

 

Over my dead body will I stop from exposing such ghastly parents and their Trust-
Hush-Fund kids collecting their big plastic sports trophies, all made in China of 

course, all the while checking constantly that their Trust Funds are secure 

beginning by continuing to play their cards right with those parents co-opting-

corrupting them just as they plan to do with their children were they to be so 

selfish and produce good-for-nothing offspring just like themselves. 
 

My so very sexy walkin-talkin-work-of-art French Canadian wife just brushed by me 

on her way to the oven to check on the banana bread; MDG now letting me know 

that her computer is “frozen”, the aroma of the banana bread along with the sound 

of the gushing waves crashing up against the cliff here at our art and love filled 
studio cliff house most distracting, although at this point all I am doing is mostly 

cutting and pasting when mistakes can occur. 

 

Have you decided before quitting your current job to place a phone call to Devin 

Standard to check and see if he, so very busy with this and that business plan could 
afford you no more than an hour visit in the Oval Office to lay out my plan on how 

best to bring out the very best in the Chinese who are getting increasingly 

impatient with all the nonsense talk? 
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I too am sick to death of idiot expressions of the week such as “over my dead 

body” but somehow they have a way when I say it of getting those so vey cocky, 
turning a blind eye to their evil and the evil that surrounds them, to go so very 

quiet. 

 

Mr. President, given how well I know modern day history, politics and economics as 

well as being gifted an “above average” command of numbers, I can easily go back 
and forth as far as any of my detractors prefer and in that same instant be back in 

the present having you now call in Mr. Robert Gates, our Minister of Defense-

Offense and have him explain to you what he sees as the dire strait implications for 

the extraordinary breach of security in 1997 during the Clinton administration when 

our most senior civilian and military officials failed to advise the Admiral of the fleet 

down at Pt. Loma, California, across from Coronado Island housing that Swastika 
shaped US Navy building, that a very big Chinese ship, most likely a warship was 

coming in to San Diego port allowing the Chinese with their sophisticated 

eavesdropping equipment manned by those Chinese people who along with Israelis 

set the scholastic levels wherever they travel to grab hold of the “signatures” of 

each one of those US Navy frigates but more importantly our most advanced, 
nuclear powered, armed with nuclear weapons Los Angeles Class fast attack 

submarines who were all operating at the time the Chinese ship was spotted from 

the deck of one of those submarines by a sailor who wasn’t even using binoculars, 

under their own power. 

 
May I suggest do as you did with your former Secretary of De Beers US Treasury, I 

forget his name, and just let him talk and when Mr. Gates has finished collapsing in 

to a heap of tears have him simply hand you his letter of resignation bearing in 

mind that Sec. James A. Baker III considered by his pal Roger W. Robinson back at 

the time “Our Man Roger” and Sec. Baker were calling the shots during President 

Ronald W. Reagan’s first administration as, “The Most Dangerous Person in the 
World”, is no friend of yours or anyone in the world interested in peace which again 

is war for all those and their families dependant on war who in the grand scheme of 

things number a very small percentage of the human population most of whom are 

suffering horribly; again just to support the lifestyles of a relatively small number of 

people all of whose names will inevitably appear on the “$ hit list” [sic] only to be 
found on just3ants.com. 

 

Next go back and see what I said very recently about the Mossad giving US 

intelligence a “heads up” one month prior to 911. 

 
Moreover, Israel’s most sophisticated intelligence institute have no problem in 

Wikipedia now broadcasting such facts that again neither the US Congress nor the 

so bought and paid for US media have chosen to disclose let alone delve into; just 

like no one ever asks Hilary and Co.,  

 
“So you say China is manipulating their currency. How much do you think 

they should revalue their currency and wouldn’t it simply make sense since 

we, the United States of America are supposed to be an independent country 



to simply devalue our currency to whatever you and Bill think would be 

enough to prevent or initiate civil war in the United States, whatever is your 

preference?” 
 

Mr. President, you would know that I am not encouraging warfare; I am simply 

questioning the welfare state, and I am a member of the favored class. 

  

We all know what is happening and the decision to be quiet even by admitted 
voyeurs like Joey and her quadriplegic friend Michael [see “$ hit list” [sic] is further 

proof that I am on the right track. 

 

Of course most everyone poorly conditioned including of course all the Trust-Hush-

Fund kids who continue only amongst those they believe are not quite up to speed 

to do a lot of talking testing their vocabulary skills, their knowledge that they have 
been spoon-fed as to what constitutes criminal behavior and its origins and what 

can or cannot be done about it, all believe that in the end so long as they have 

access to money, wealth as well as the basics which money and wealth can afford, 

they will be ahead of those dirt poor who are feeling so stupid and guilty about not 

being able like the trust-hush-fund kids and their parents to steal legally and 
therefore don’t have it within them to retaliate, and even if they did these good-for-

nothing so full of themselves educated bums are convinced they will have the rule 

of law on their side along with law enforcement. 

 

Once, however, I remind the poor that they are mostly misinformed not stupid and 
even without them asking me for my help I am providing those good-for-nothing 

time-stealing Trust-Hush-Fund kids one “shock treatment” after the next, they 

suddenly feel invigorated, full of life and yes they should join me well prior to 

sunset for swim in the ocean even if they are right now in the north pole. 

 

Health is everything and if you don’t have it as I do, then of course it is that much 
more difficult to “get it”, you know what I mean? 

 

Mr. President, please would you email my wife Marie and plead with her but avoid 

getting to the point of begging, and just ask her to email you… now Marie D. 

Gevisser looking over my shoulder reading what I had typed ahead and saying, 
“No, I don’t want that all over the internet”, and of course I will oblige which again 

should be enough to have peaked your interest to email her. 

 

And course the lazy filthy increasingly shell-shocked rich still believe that in a worst 

case scenario just like the poor first beating up on themselves they will only die 
once. 

 

Notice how you are beginning to feel for these emotionless good-for-nothing but 

getting up to mischief lazy filthy bastard rich and their equally disgusting Trust-

Hush-Fund kids? 
 

Now let’s rejoice over their suffering as we do the right thing and help most of all 

the children of our service people beginning with the spouses of our service people 



who suffer so very horribly once the kids return from war and figure out why it is 

that they have had to be so very brutal versus their enemies who with each passing 

moment win over the best of the best of service people. 
 

When you can’t beat them, join them. 

 

By way of deception we wage war – Mossad. 

 
I have news for these so very cocky lazy kids with all their toys, more jeans than 

they could possibly wear old as much as they now want to look cool and dress 

down, take jobs on farms look they are at one with the “common man”, and that 

news is simple; hell is now here on planet mother earth like never before in the 

history of humankind for those who usurp their limited authority. 

 
Their brains are hurting like never before and they simply cannot get out of their 

head what it means to be on the just3ants.com “$ hit list” [sic]. 

 

Then they have to contend with the also distinct possibility that the masses will not 

resort to violence and simply come together all over the world and simply demand 
their justice at the voting polls. 

 

It is another gorgeous day here in Del Mar, California and you will recall that 

yesterday my most beautiful, so sexy, so over the top math wizard, very excellent 

artist painter teacher French-Canadian wife and I celebrated our 5th wedding 
anniversary although we started the day before and most likely will continue until 

we take our last breath; not to mention breathtaking is the only way to describe the 

luscious, like frosting on cake landscape oil painting Marie Dion Gevisser brought 

home yesterday, in her words, “you just want to eat paint” 

 
oil painting – 24 X 36 inches - painted very recently by Spanish master painter 

Sebastian Capella after his second to last visit to our stone home deep inside the 



Cleveland National Forest where he and his protégé Ray Anne Marks took plenty of 

photos. 

 
How many people even think about celebrating their anniversary let alone spending 

most of the afternoon followed by the most unbelievable sunset walk? 

 
that I caught on video, in bed just studying Sebastian Capella’s unequalled genius, 
his meaningful brushstrokes and command of colors and values possibly not even 

the tip of the iceberg when it comes to understanding such genius let alone try and 

place yourself in the mind of my very brilliant wife just wanting one day to emulate 

Sebastian which given how G-d/God does exist that possibility must still exist. 

 
Not to mention MDG insists I have to go see Sebastian’s recent Iceberg painting 

which she describes as “Sugar”. 

 

So what if people like Paul Robinson “withdraw”, hunker down, and play right into 

the hands of the so nauseating ruling elite who just have money and no class to 
speak of, few even amongst the very top officials of the DAAC know the first thing 

about art appreciation since there are now 3 generations of them having bought 

hook, line and sinker into the modern art money, me culture so pervasive in the 

western world but mostly concentrated amongst the poorest of educated, the 

peoples of the United States, South Africa and Australia? 

 
Obviously each one of the liars, the cheats, the thieves will have to each moment 

from henceforth to contend with me being right just as I am perfectly right about 

how the “real world” works to how the metaphysical world works perfectly hand in 

hand with G-d/God dishing out justice to each of us in real time. 



 

Just look at how pitiful do both old middle age and young people look who have 

decided in their own way to go to war with me, their silence now can be read so 
very easily by the dumbest of the people who still choose their company including 

themselves. 

 

BTW are you as board as me and my wife Marie Dion Gevisser talking, let alone, 

thinking about De Beers? 
 

Talking for myself I can only therefore have you thinking right now about how 

relatively few Roman Catholic altar boys such as King Golden Jr. Esq. have come 

forward to spill the beans. 

 

So here we have as our so co-opted-corrupted media talk about “CLIMATE CHANGE 
'COULD BRING WAR'..., that the Chinese are going to be using so much fuel, “they 

are so bad, contaminating the planet”, top orthodox Jewish priests in New York 

City, the DAAC’s money laundering and intelligence gathering capital of the world, 

collaborating with the Roman priesthood who we all know along with their Friars 

welcomed Nazi Germany terrorizing the Jews of both western and eastern Europe, 
never to forget those Italian Friars who only managed with of course great help 

from the Allies to exterminate some 6 million of the best of the best of our Jewish 

brothers and sisters, and yet we have educated Black African Americans as opposed 

to me a Lily White Wheaty Eating healthy vegetarian African American-South 

African, saying how “shocked” he is about finding out that they US Navy began 
construction in 1967 on this most abominable Swastika shaped US Navy building on 

Coronado Island where the US Navy SEALs are based, in retaliation for the US 

Liberty spy ship being blasted to smithereens on June 8th, 1967 by the brutal Israel 

Defense Force for the simple reason this most advanced spy ship had no business 

being in a war zone let alone eavesdropping on Israeli Special Forces commandos 

laying the groundwork for the next Arab-Israeli war, all the while such elite special 
forces commandos first picking up the retreating Arab armies breaching protocol as 

they sought help from their western allies, namely the so corrupt American-British 

Governments who have kowtowed to the DAAC the most anti-Semitic, most anti-

free market dynamic organization the world has ever known, and hence why the 

smartest of Israel’s Military Intelligence Commanding Officers have never, not once 
considered the United States Government, in particular, a friend of the fledging 

Jewish State. 

 

So what exactly in your opinion Mr. President, constitutes “criminal behavior” when 

we can’t even address in a forthright fashion the bad manners of our elected and 
non-elected government officials who continue lying most of all to our military 

personnel about why we can’t afford for them to earn what we pay our mercenaries 

because in the next breath should they not have to be worried for a moment 

getting through each day when not on the battlefields, they will demand at a 

minimum prison time for each one of elected and non-elected government officials 
all working for the criminal enterprise of De Beers going back to the turn of the last 

century? 
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Now let me welcome “on board” some 200 San Diego public school teachers, some 

99% odd of them in the blind copied section. 

 
Yes there has been more than a few altar boys like King Golden Jr. Esq. who never 

came forward.  

 

Do u think pedophilia amongst Roman Catholic priests was more prevalent in the 

30s, 40s, and 50s when compared to today? 
 

Much harder time getting away with it today given how the kids are a little bit more 

savvy? 

 

We should ask King Golden Jr. 

 
What are your first thoughts on Mr. King Golden Jr. Esq., being a firsthand 

witness/victim and not coming forward publicly? 

 

Bear in mind that Mr. Golden was my one American attorney of umpteen years, 

starting out when his bosom buddy, Roger W. Robinson and Co. were very much in 
command and control of the White House beginning in March 1982 when “Our Man 

Roger” the protégé of DAAC banker David Rockefellar became the top dog in the 

National Security Council reporting directly to President Ronald W. Reagan who of 

course like his superstitious wife Nancy were so enamored with the fact that “our 

man Roger” had the same initials as the “Being There” President RWR as well as 
like “Our Man Roger” born on February 6th, some 40 years apart? 

 

The Fish Rots from the head down. 

 

So very important each one of us challenge each other beginning with those in our 

inner circle starting out with immediate family members which again has me 
bringing up The It deciding to come onto our property, not just onto the concrete 

driveway but into our garage that mainly contains priceless works of art that are of 

course not insured, two now missing, and his one biological child not mentioning a 

word until just very recently when I caught Jonathan “off guard” by asking him a 

simple question, “Has John Ben ever stepped foot on to our property” given how 
Jonathan as well as his sister both understand perfectly well why it is that they 

choose to now “protect” this slimeball of slimeballs who like everyone on the planet 

has to deal with how great it is there is this digitized chronology. 

 

So who Mr. President do you want to see on “$ hit list” [sic] and of course take as 
much time as you want. 

 

So, if you were a “sh*thead” [sic] would you pay attention? 

 

Again, my wife says not? 
 

So, who is paying attention to me which is again what my wife keeps asking me. 

 



Not even the dumbest of the dumb from Colorado University don’t want to look 

stupid. 

 
“Was good, wasn’t it?” my wife in her so very sexy French accent asked after we 

both just shared a small piece of her delicious chocolate banana bread. 

 

Again, Mr. President, no one in their right mind should be too quick to point fingers 

at the Chinese. 
 

They are patient but not all that patient. 

 

The fact that Hilary’s speech writers found out attacking China was a popular 

speech does not mean it is an intelligent thing to do. 

 
The most intelligent thing Americans have heard in some 100 years is that 

ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report.  

 

It is not an easy job being President of the United States but you did sign up for it. 

   
Neither the smartest of the Chinese nor the Israeli who together far outpace the 

rest of the world in setting the scholastic levels wherever they go, understand 

perfectly well that what is going on right now here in the United States, although 

not being spoken is the question of whether to introduce the draft or to continue 

relying on the economic draft that increasingly US service personnel understand 
perfectly well, is designed to simply support the lifestyle of lazy good for nothing 

Trust-Hush-Fund kids their same ages who continue to laugh their heads off at 

people like Sargent Amanda Lopez. 

 

And remember I would know not only because I know exactly what The IT’s “tTOo” 

[sic] Trust-Hush-Fund kids think 24/7, their “deafening silences” are not the only 
“deafening silences” speaking the most volume. 

 

It is a very brutal world if you happen to be on the receiving end of our most brutal 

weapon systems and so for any cold hearted killer encouraging our poor to murder 

the poor elsewhere in the world to take issue with me increasingly bringing Public 
International Attention to the fact that there is no such thing as “family loyalty” 

only loyalty to those handing out their ill-gotten monies to buy their silences, is not 

simply hypocritical I say to them, “Bring it on!” 

 

The fact that those who commit such atrocities, mostly using other such as The 
Cow to shoot their poison tipped arrows are so stupid, too busy keeping track of 

their lies from day one and inevitably show their true colors when writing so very 

incriminating emails such as the one The Cow wrote me back on May 5th, 2006, 

ending with “Restraining order forthcoming” and the fact that of course The Cow 

nor The IT and Co. including Mr. King Golden Jr. Esq. and Roger W. Robinson then 
withdrew with their tails between their legs, doesn’t mean they will go away 

permanently; on the contrary they remain convinced they will inevitably have both 

the US military and local law enforcement to save their necks. 
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And I say again to each one of them and their supporters “Make my day! I have 

lived much longer than I ever dreamed possible and welcome taking a deserved 
rest” but at the same time I wouldn’t count on God/G-d for any assistance; on the 

contrary it should be quite obvious to the most emotionless beginning with The IT 

that G-d is on my side, the side of light as his hell of a life only gets worse and 

should I predecease him it won’t get any better, the same with his eyesight that 

prevents him from ever again entering the salt water ocean. 
 

So what do you think The IT, so out of shape does with all his free time? 

 

I think there should be hyperlink on the homepage of j3a.com for everyone in the 

world including of course The IT to come up with their thoughts and for the best 

entry to receive an ounce of gold bullion, agree? 
 

So now let’s go back to Hilary and Co. continuing to attack China who are holding 

on to our worthless-fictitious and so very blood stained US-De Beers Treasury Bills 

and combine China’s decision to sell them off in quick succession with Hilary “falling 

on the sword” and being intellectually honest, calling for a fair devaluation of the 
US Dollar that in the next instant will not only create gridlock on automobile 

highways, freeways, roads and back alleys throughout the United States but very 

possibly shut down here in the US the internet all the while creating the 

atmosphere resulting in a civil war here in the US that will make that of mid-19th 

century look like a day in the water park. 
 

Now remember it is not me but Senator Hilarly Clinton calling for anarchy as she 

implores the Chinese to revalue their currency. 

 

Examining the history of China has the Chinese wining again and again. 

 
Mr. President, you run the risk of going down as the dumbest of all presidents when 

you should be regarded as the smartest of the smart Presidents. 

 

There was nothing “lucky” about my uncle Dave becoming the American head of 

the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel. 
 

There was nothing smart about the US Government turning a blind eye to the evil 

of their most significant benefactor, namely the DAAC; the same with my uncle 

Dave. 

 
Interesting how people who have now been caught with their paints down now want 

phone conversations thinking that will obliterate the record, the chronology of 

events. 

 

How stupid are these so educated who have for 3 generations now associated 
education with intelligence with making money and now finding out that they don’t 

know the first thing about The History of Money Creation and It’s Future, the title of 

my forthcoming book. 



 

Now their brains are hurting big time as people like my wife and me refuse to speak 

on the telephone which contributes significantly to their deepening misery and on 
those rare occasions that we do they have no real idea of not only who else is 

listening but whether we are “just playing”. 

 

So let’s now come back to the bombing of the King David Hotel on July 22nd, 1946, 

some 2 days shy of 55 years when my highly secretive Royal Mater-Mother who 
“from the earliest days of 1949 she [Zena] visited Israel two and three times a year 

writing reports for different publications” wrote me on King David Hotel stationary 

the following letter: 

 

 



Not to mention the small photo alongside is that of my mother Zena Rosland Ash 

Gevisser from the House of Badash on board a cruise ship back in 1947 that took 

her and her immediate family headed by the Patriarch of the House of Badash-Ash, 
my grandfather Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash, from England first to Cape Town, South 

Africa where for two weeks Al Ash, a multi-millionaire trader who had his hands in 

many businesses including bookmaking where his one brother Jack was the largest 

bookmaker in the north of England, and the English very much liking to bet, first 

began “setting up shop” and it wasn’t long before he was visiting deep underground 
Jewish fighter cells in places like Lusaka, Zambia and Maputo/Lorenco Marques, 

Mozambique. 

 

To mention little “the hand to ward off the evil eye” can be see below  

 
And which I now carry in the inside pocket of motorcycle jacket. 

 

Have you ever wondered why is there such a concentration of scumbags in certain 

areas such as Del Mar, California, Durban, South Africa, Los Angeles, California, 
Sydney, Australia etc etc.? 

 

Just look at how the children are raised! 

 

The point is they are not concentrated. Wherever one goes one will find them, they 

will be there. 
 

Back to the bombing of the King David Hotel as the Jewish underground throughout 

the world prepared for what the Allied superpowers believed would be their “final 

stand”, Israel’s War of Independence 1947-1949 not expected to last but a few 

hours before the Arab armies backed to the hilt by the corrupt US and British 
Government would drive those who survived the Holocaust in to the Mediterranean 

sea. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_David_Hotel_bombing


 

Forward we go to what had not only Black American Paul Robinson “shocked” by 

that Swastika shaped US Navy building which he got over rather quickly but not so 
easily his knowledge of why and how the Mossad don’t need to be continuously 

reminded of the trade-arms boycott on Israel by both the British and American 

Government nor the fact that Jewish Americans prior to the outbreak of so 

contrived World Oil War II were being discriminated against in the workplace by 

Gentile Americans the overwhelming majority very much in support of appeasing 
Hitler, and why it was no aberration that the freshman class in 1938 at Princeton 

University voted Hitler the greatest living human being and Einstein who was 

resident at Princeton, second. 

 

Not to mention just 4 years earlier in early 1934 Einstein, not exactly a fool, knew 

exactly what he was doing when he wrote as his return address, “Concentration 
Camp, Princeton”. 

 

But what really pisses of not only Paul Robinson, Devin Standard, Roger W. 

Robinson, Valerie Schulte Esq., The IT, The Cow, all those profiteering the most 

from big corrupt governments throughout the world is that the Mossad don’t pay for 
anything, no different to the DAAC; an understanding that has now lasted several 

decades; and of course I am the first to report it. 

 

The very recent news headlines, “Authorities lose patience” making out that 

“bankers” are manipulating the value of the De Beers-US Dollar, without of course 
mentioning how it is the US-DeBeers Government continuing to force America’s 

poor into the economic draft, are hell bent on blaming Jewish bankers like George 

Soros for the collapse of the US-DeBeers-Dollar and then to quickly have the likes 

of sellout and big ego idiot Soros provide support for the DeBeers-Dollar, all in an 

effort to undermine the gold market; bearing constantly in mind that there is 

nothing in the least bit Jewish about the top echelons of the DAAC who continue to 
depend on millions of Jewish people in the diamond trade beginning with the ultra 

orthodox Jewish-Black Hatter as their “cushion”, their first line of defense-offense. 

 

The entire Gentile world should not take much pleasure in the fact that Jewish 

corrupt leadership throughout the world including those in Israel have never, not 
once, ever spoken out publicly against this most hideously corrupt dynamic 

organization who have yet to come close to fully penetrating the mindset of the 

Chinese as they have westerners. 

 

Mr. President, not only did not I not get off a boat just yesterday in Haifa Harbor, 
now into my 52nd year and with each day feeling that much fitter and healthier 

possibly one day feeling as fit and strong as I was when in the very prime of life 

scrumming with women's world rugby team back in early 1981 having pretty much 

fully recovered from the DAAC having poisoned my liver beginning soon after I 

joined the DAAC’s Codiam Inc. on 47th-Wall Street after I began to ask a few too 
many unnerving questions of top Black Hatter, Martin Rapaport who of course 

should be brought back immediately from Israel and “face the music” just like each 
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senior member of our 3 Branches of the US Government and each and every 

lawyer-liar starting with Kenneth Standard Esq. who know better. 

 
Moreover, Israel will not be alone in supporting China given how many allies China 

already has were someone very stupid here in the US decide to start a war with 

China as we all know China is not an aggressive nation, yet to drop a single nuclear 

bomb on a civilian population, let alone two heavily populated Japanese cities. 

 
Bear also in mind that there isn’t an American I know who has the intestinal 

fortitude to go to war with China and you can start out surveying all the people I 

know by starting with The IT’s two deafeningly silent children. 

 

So what do you think if everyone was vegetarian, better yet vegan, how it would 

remove more pollution than getting rid of all cars? 
 

Yes Mr. president, Hilary started the ball rolling and there is now nothing to stop 

the United States of America’s government from “falling on the sword” not even 

able to rely on Japan to once again do our “dirty work” and invade China; moreover 

the Japanese people are fully ready to apologize to the Chinese and their Korean 
cousins for the abominable atrocities perpetrated against them beginning well prior 

to the official start of World Oil War II which you know was simply a continuation of 

carefully orchestrated World Oil War I that began one year following De Beers and 

the rest of the world’s private bankers all owned lock, stock and barrel by DeBeers, 

the counterfeiters of counterfeiters, forming the utterly nonsense US Federal 
Reserve that still holds all the gold stolen from the hard peoples of the world, in 

trust for equally nonsense US Treasury. 

 

All the money me people including not in the least bit smart Devin Standard and Dr. 

John K. Pollard still want to believe that nothing will change. 

 
So again, where were all the non-racial liberals protesting with Chinese Americans. 

 
Email Picture 
Jack Cafferty, in a discussion about China, said that goods from that country were 

"junk," and referred to the Chinese as "a bunch of goons and thugs." 

 

http://www.latimes.com/news/local/lat-cnn_jzgvxync20080419122640,0,5380867,email.photo


It is going to get very ugly Mr. President unless you immediately step, and it still an 

excellent first move to immediately suspend the trading of shares in public 

corporations. 
 

Ok lets come back to the Pope and that moron orthodox Jewish priest wanting this 

past Friday everyone apart from of course our Muslim brothers and sisters to 

embrace everyone. 

 
So first of all where were my Jewish brothers and sisters with the Chinese 
protesting peacefully this moron stooge talking head Cafferty? 

 

Now think of this Orthodox Jewish Rabbi spitting out the words, “We thank God for 

having spared us to celebrate this great occasion… Enhancing Jewish-Catholic 

relationship… now recorded in history forever… We taste the joy of freedom…Both 

experience the ravages of war and we also enjoy democracy and freedom…this is a 
nation that has allowed all religious to flourish… preserve life on earth….Escaping 

clutches of, blah blah” [sic] 

 

And again, best of all, the rabbi’s, “Our love for God can never come at the expense 

for our love of his children… At a time when religion is misused by sum” [sic]. 
 

Did you also notice how after mouthing the words, “Human rights, peace” this rabbi 

quickly threw in the words, “and security”. 

 

Now let’s come back to the Mossad’s warning: 
 

The Mossad informed the FBI and CIA in August 2001 that as many 

as 200 terrorists were slipping into the United States and planning "a 

major assault on the United States." The Israeli intelligence agency 

cautioned that it had picked up indications of a "large-scale target" 

in the United States and that Americans would be "very vulnerable." 
 

What about the Islamic religion that was so conspicuously absent or how about the 

Chinese who don’t have religion and who don’t make it their business to invade 

other countries and after stealing their riches indoctrinate their peoples with their 

so warped religions? 
 

Well, now of course you are not alone in thinking that “get to-get-her” [sic] of the 

world’s most corrupt clergy here on US soil so very much controlled by the DAAC 

banker of bankers, was a lot about nothing. 

 

http://wcbstv.com/papalvisit/pope.benedict.xvi.2.703533.html
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And of course you can agree the reason for this “brotherly love” and so much 

sickening handshaking is because both religious groups are losing power on both 

sides. No one is religious anymore. 
 

The politics of religion is increasingly understood by not just the ruling elite who 

have always laughed themselves silly. 

 

So do you think the Friars of old dispensed with the crucifixion regalia when first 
indoctrinating the likes of Peruvian Augusto Benito Vargis’ ancestors once they 

became fascinated with crucifixion as way to torture their enemies, all the while the 

Friars were singularly focused when not fiddling the little boys with making the 

indigenous peoples so very docile. 

 

It is now 5:24 in the afternoon, Wednesday, April 23, 2008 and I am not only still 
alive, but breathing on my own as well as fit, increasingly so, and best of all I am 

surrounded by the most beautiful objects the world has seen beginning with my F-C 

wife Marie Dion Gevisser, Sebastian Capella, and Ray Anne Marks oil paintings and 

then this most godly awesome, so breathtaking view out of the two oversized 

windows facing west, the Pacific Ocean as far as the eye can see, the only sound 
the waves and my wife Marie ever so delicately looking through photos to paint. 

 

Yes so very prudish and at the same time so raw in their vulgarity are mostly US so 

poorly schooled Americans. 
 
The Pope can always bring a tear but he also knows the implications of the Mossad 

like the DAAC not paying for anything. 

 

Why aren’t Hilary and Bill Catholic? 

 

Could it be because most business people aren’t anything? 
 

Have you thought more about why it is that we have time for everything including 

our distractions? 

 

Deciding what to wear to what and when to sleep?  
 

One of the first questions I had for my Royal Mother’s Israeli-Argentinean “guide”, 

Yehudah Matov, when just 9 years of age and he arranged for an Israeli Special 

Forces commando to hand over to me his Israeli made Uzi 9 mm submachine gun 

which I 



 
promptly pointed at my middle brother Melvin who instinctively put up his hands, 
was, “When do Israeli Special Forces decide when to take a nap?” 

 

Now let’s come back to that so important news item, apart from not being able to 

get over the fact that there has been a compromised reached by both the Mossad 

and the DAAC, namely:  
 

“Authorities lose patience with collapsing dollar... “ 

 

BTW did you like the joke Dr. JKP sent my wife about The Tax Inspector… complete 

prick' that was the “best for last” in an email from board to death Dr. JKP Jr., which 
began with the following: 
 

Actually said in court:          

          

These are from a book called Disorder in the American Courts, and are things 
people actually said in court, word for word, taken down and now published 

by court reporters who had the torment of staying calm while these 

exchanges were actually taking place.    

             
ATTORNEY: Are you sexually active?      

WITNESS: No, I just lie there.    

______________________________________________    
ATTORNEY: What gear were you in at the moment of the impact?      

WITNESS: Gucci sweats and Reeboks.      

______________________________________        

ATTORNEY: This myasthenia gravis, does it affect your memory at all? 

         

WITNESS: Yes.          
ATTORNEY: And in what ways does it affect your memory?      

WITNESS: I forget.    

ATTORNEY: You forget? Can you give us an example of something you 
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forgot?          

_____________________________________    

ATTORNEY: What was the first thing your husband said to you that 
morning?          

WITNESS: He said, "Where am I, Cathy?"      

ATTORNEY: And why did that upset you?       

WITNESS: My name is Susan!         

______________________________________        
ATTORNEY: Do you know if your daughter has ever been involved in 

voodoo?      

WITNESS: We both do.         

ATTORNEY: Voodoo?            

WITNESS: We do.          

ATTORNEY: You do?            
WITNESS; Yes, voodoo.      

______________________________________        

ATTORNEY: Now doctor, isn't it true that when a person dies in his 

sleep, he doesn't know about it until the next morning?          

WITNESS: Did you actually pass the bar exam?      

____________________________________        

ATTORNEY: The youngest son, the twenty-year-old, how old is he?       
     

WITNESS: Uh, he's twenty-one.        

________________________________________    

ATTORNEY: Were you present when your picture was taken?            

WITNESS: Are you shittin' me?        
______________________________________        

ATTORNEY: So the date of conception (of the baby) was August 8th?   

         

WITNESS: Yes.           

ATTORNEY: And what were you doing at that time?      
WITNESS: Uh... I was getting laid!      

______________________________________        

ATTORNEY: She had three children, right?      

WITNESS: Yes.           

ATTORNEY: How many were boys?        

WITNESS: None.           
ATTORNEY: Were there any girls?        

WITNESS: Are you shittin' me? Your Honor, I think I need a different 

attorney. Can I get a new attorney?            

______________________________________        

ATTORNEY: How was your first marriage terminated?    
WITNESS: By death.     

ATTORNEY: And by whose death was it terminated?      

WITNESS: Now whose death do you suppose terminated it?      

______________________________________        

ATTORNEY: Can you describe the individual?    



WITNESS: He was about medium height and had a beard.            

ATTORNEY: Was this a male or a female?       

WITNESS: Guess.          
_____________________________________    

ATTORNEY: Is your appearance here this morning pursuant to a 

deposition notice which I sent to your Attorney?            

WITNESS: No, this is how I dress when I go to work.        

______________________________________        

ATTORNEY: Doctor, how many of your autopsies have you performed 

on dead people?          
WITNESS: All my autopsies are performed on dead people. Would you 

like to rephrase that?       

______________________________________        

ATTORNEY: ALL your responses MUST be oral, OK? What school did 

you go to?          
WITNESS: Oral.           

____________________________________ __        

ATTORNEY: Do you recall the time that you examined the body?      

WITNESS: The autopsy started around 8:30 p.m.    

ATTORNEY: And Mr. Denton was dead at the time?      

WITNESS: No, he was sitting on the table wondering why I was doing 
an autopsy on him!      

_________ ___________________________________      

ATTORNEY:  Are you qualified to give a urine sample?      

WITNESS:  Huh....are you qualified to ask that question?          

______________________________________        
            

ATTORNEY: Doctor, before you performed the autopsy, did you check 

for a pulse?      

WITNESS: No.       

ATTORNEY: Did you check for blood pressure?      
WITNESS: No.       

ATTORNEY: Did you check for breathing?      

WITNESS: No.       

ATTORNEY: So, then it is possible that the patient was alive when you 

began the autopsy?        

WITNESS: No.       
ATTORNEY: How can you be so sure, Doctor?      

WITNESS: Because his brain was sitting on my desk in a jar.            

ATTORNEY: I see, but could the patient have still been alive, 

nevertheless?      

WITNESS: Yes, it is possible that he could have been alive and 

practicing law  

Mr. President, the problem begins with the fact that the intentions are never right 
from the beginning. 

 



This pretence of being civilized and at the first opportunity to stab your neighbor in 

the back. 

 
The smiles, o so good. These do gooders who much prefer to be in denial, not 

interested in the least in saving the world so why not just give up and let them be? 

 

So what is the essence of life? 

 
No one’s interested in the truth let alone lead a life in search of the truth? 

 

A wise man once said G-d/God where you find him. 

 

So who is really interested in teaching the children who have no hidden agenda, 

just want to explore, want to search for answers? 
 

So let me end off today’s insight and analysis of the important events of the day by 

having you think more about bs Modern art that you can’t put a price on it because 

it is all about feelings, because the basics of art are not there; drawing, 

composition, value, color is all out the door, beginning with the murder of classical 
art training at the turn of the last century in favor, at least here in the west, when 

the DAAC bankers in taking control of allocating the world’s resources amongst 

their friends, introduced in earnest modern art monies that like modern art has no 

gauge, and you could simply pay for all types of “feelings” including getting your 

hookers to feel you up and make people like Client #9 and Bill feel so good about 
themselves bearing in mind, at least in the case of Bill, one has to have some 

compassion assuming Bill isn’t gay, that he had to feel at times he was having sex 

with a male, and a fatso at that? 

 

But you can reach anyone with modern art because it doesn’t take a brain. 

 
Anyone is accessible. 

 

Modern art is an easy one. Some rich guy comes in so dumb he-she cannot even 

comment when faced with just one work of art by someone without equal such as 

Sebastian Capella, let alone a whole bunch like we are so fortunate to have in our 
studio cliff house. 

 

It is simply not easy to understand what is going on in the genius mind of someone 

like Sebastian Capella since it is impressionist art. 

 
It is not like spending 200 hours painting a bowl and getting it right; but rather to 

make it look like the real thing from a distance, and as you get close up you realize 

the fresh, meaningful strokes, the unimaginably beautiful colors and the whole 

masterpiece is so loose; it is not tight, it is as my wife would say “ala prima” very 

possibly verbiage she has picked up from her professor of professors. 
 



To acquire such a deep understanding of the subject matter and how to execute 

which so very few people can do that, is not for intellectual midgets who constitute 

some 99.99% of the people reading this over the course of the next 72 hours. 
 

To capture the essence of something and express it in a very beautiful manner is a 

true gift of God. 

 

Then to be able to execute with the least amount of effort and that is the deep 
understanding, placing value, and color, all at once, in the least amount of brush 

strokes, that is what impressionist painting is. 

 

And in order to get that you have to be trained in a classical way; there is no 

escaping thousands if not millions of hours, that is why people like Sebastian 

Capella, Ray Anne Marks and MDG never stop learning; and then there is the last 
phase which is where Sebastian is at; design! when you have mastered the basics, 

how you change things to make it more pleasing. 

 

When you come into our studio/salon someone such as my wife can teach the 

basics like what is a good drawing, what is good composition might be a little 
difficult to appreciate but you can progress, you would be taught in no time at all 

art appreciation and even own without it costing you an arm and a leg a geeclay-

exact reproduction, and then laugh your head off at all your phony friends and their 

nonsense, costing small fortunes, modern art nothings, just like their worthless-

fictitious monies, that they might as well plaster on their walls as curtain décor. 
 

In God’s name, Mr. President, how can you be happy unless your neighbor is at the 

same level of comfort? 

 

There is more joy in sharing whatever knowledge you have with that person, the 

communication is easy. 
 

Why wouldn’t you want you neighbor to be as happy as you are? 

 

And it is only through the sharing of the knowledge, the goods etc etc. 

 
Why would you want to see your neighbor groveling? 

 

What joy is there in seeing them in misery? 

 

Are you totally numb like The IT who is just that much more numb that Dr. JKP and 
Devin Standard all less numb than the cows they eat? 

 

So in order to live with yourself, you have to agree with me that you either have to 

share or become detached, meaning you pay less attention to your surroundings, 

numbing yourself from more and more aspects of your life, very egotistic? 
 

And it completely negates the hierarchy of needs, once you have reached the level 

of food to keep you moving, constantly choosing change, you have to give back 



otherwise you become miserable and that is what the American population is right 

now, miserable. 

 
We are at a turning point because as much as we want to see China as “the evil” 

they have always embraced minorities and I think we have become a minority in 

our thinking, we are not very evolved and therefore we are not very influential in 

the world any more. 

 
Bottom line the poor throughout the world are not going to support this elitist 

thinking, shallow egotistic minority, I think we can get away getting rid of those for 

the betterment of all. 

 

I do not support war. 

 
I am only supporting the consequence of our purposefully engineered and brutally 

executed civil-genocide-ethnic cleansing civil wars that began even long before my 

great maternal grandmother’s immediate family were wiped out, as 8 year old 

Nechie Badash sat huddled in tiny closet which didn’t prevent her from growing up 

and producing the best of the best offspring, none greater than my grandfather Al 
Ash of Hasholom. 

 

I feel I need to educate the children of the people that are really putting their skin 

out there to support very few of us, and part of it is because they don’t have the 

knowledge and it is really tough when you are struggling to have your basic needs 
met and the information is so manipulated through the hands of the elitists again 

blaming China. 

 

But now you perfectly understand most of all the accommodation reached between 

the Mossad and the DAAC, find the time, put yourself in the shoes of someone who 

has no money, kids, a wife, when do you have time, where do you get the only 
truth information? 

 

So ridiculous all the news media including anything but independent Drudge, telling 

their audiences, “I have the news, the best news, I am going to save you, I am 

going to save you!” 
 

Some, in fact a great many of our service people barely got out of high school but 

they are not numb; they had sex and found comfort with a nice girl and they got 

stuck with a kid and they want to be responsible, how do they get out of the rot? 

 
Again, without me having to constantly repeat myself, go to www.just3ants.com. 

 

Not to mention Adam L. Tucker just emailed me asking whether I want to register 

j3a.com. 

 
What do you think? 
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It is not like American service people can join a kibbutz in Israel or even go out and 

buy their own lot and make a vegetable garden; this doesn’t happen in America and 

by that time most are so brainwashed by their family, by their peers and are forced 
to join the economic draft. 

 

Mr. President it is a sad state of affairs, but you can still do something about it. 

 

Besides, I still support you. 
 

All I can do given how small a voice I have is to try along with my wife to bring 

back a few kids, one at a time, at least at this point in time, but tomorrow I could 

be in “command and control” of say Google, what do you think? 

 

It is so very bad, this so very poor allocation of the world’s most precious, most 
beautiful resources, and for what purpose, to all end up dead, and having the ants 

feast themselves also to death. 

 

Again, I can only try to save a few through their children and say along with my 

wife,  
 

“Hey, just keep learning, learning, learning, learn, learn, lean; it is the only 

thing that will save you and why not start with the arts, it is so non-

controversial, can cross languages and boundaries that no fence can stop.” 

 
I am now heading out the door with my wife for an early sunset walk, and I just 

asked MDG if I could invite you and Laura to participate in some of this delicious 

chocolate banana bread, MDG responding, “I don’t know if there will be any left!”. 

 

And so if you reply within the next minute I will set aside at least two slices. 

 
To be continued… 
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